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Biographies

• Lawrence Bennett, Fire & EMS Law, https://doi.org/10.7945/yex7-xj45 Larry is an educator who has worked with Fire departments all over the nation. A noted educator, his textbook is used by professional groups and universities.

• Abigail Goben, MLS, is an Associate Professor, Data Management Librarian, and Research Data Policy Advisor at the University of Illinois at Chicago. She teaches Evidence Based Practice for the College of Dentistry, in the Clinical Informatics program, and a graduate Data Management course. Her current research focuses on student privacy and learning analytics, efficacy of data education, and research data policy. She is a co-investigator for the IMLS funded Data Doubles project. She blogs at HedgehogLibrarian.com and can be found on Twitter as @hedgielib.
Session Theme

The currency of academia has long been the article. However, with supplemental materials in so many formats, the nature of the scholarly output has changed dramatically. Additionally funders and journals are requiring that the evidence for the articles is also available. Repositories are an excellent venue for these additional forms of scholarship, particular the data. In this session, attendees will learn about the nature of changing publication outputs, how repositories can help provide the needed infrastructure to share data and other research outputs, and how to make a bigger impact with your scholarship through publishing in a repository.
what is scholar@uc?

Scholar@UC enables the UC community to share research and scholarly works with a worldwide audience. The University of Cincinnati Libraries and IT@UC, with support from the Office of Research, are partnering to support Scholar@UC.

Learn more about Scholar@UC
Next you're going to edit your profile to make sure all your personal details are correct, but first please take a moment to review the help information below.
What are you uploading?

Before we can begin we need to know a little about what you're uploading.

- **Article**: Published or unpublished articles.
  - Add New

- **Document**: Text-based works other than articles: books, manuscripts, etc.
  - Add New

- **Dataset**: Files containing collections of data, including: raw data, spreadsheets, logs, etc.
  - Add New

- **Image**: Visual content: art, photographs, posters, graphics.
  - Add New

- **Media**: Works that include video, film, slide, or audio are referred to as time-based media.
  - Add New

- **Student Work**: Deposit any kind of student work (excluding Theses and Dissertations).
  - Add New

- **Generic Work**: Deposit any non-text-based document.
  - Add New
Dustin Calhoun, MD
ED preparation for mass shooting [including 5th Third Bank shooting]

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xhubi0JJ8g&feature=youtu.be

• The 15 subject matter experts and their av materials are attached to his textbook